
 
2021 Midyear Reflections: NAACAM President 

Dear CEO/MD and fellow NAACAM member 

We are more than a full year into the most significant health crisis of our generation. Unfortunately, 

the outlook has not changed as South Africa continues to be ravaged by another wave of Covid-19 

infections. And this was compounded by the recent spate of violent lootings in parts of the country. 

Whilst we all have now been touched in one way or another, I hope you continue to do what is needed 

to keep yourselves, your family, your employees, and those around you safe. 

It is interesting that our part of the sector has shown a strong level of recovery since the lows of the 

initial hard lockdown in SA. A midyear comparison of South African vehicle production numbers shows 

an approximate 60% growth from same time last year. Comparatively it does include the 5-week 

shutdown plus ramp up after COVID-19, but by all accounts, the last quarter of 2020 and first two 

quarters of 2021, have been positive for components being supplied into SA vehicle builds. Similarly, 

independent aftermarket and export growth has also been positive, and throughout the lows of 2020, 

the value of components exported out of SA, was a record R54,5bn, whilst all other areas of 

automotive exports regressed from previous years. The general South African economy remains tepid, 

and although GDP recovery is observed, the level of real GDP remains below where it was pre-

pandemic, with the last quarterly report being 2.9% lower than same quarter 2019. Whilst the Covid-

19 situation does bring future uncertainty, the automotive sector is a silver lining within the general 

South African manufacturing landscape, and we should intensify efforts to see this sector grow. Other 

than policy, wider issues like security and safety of production, energy certainty, the vaccine roll-out, 

infrastructure renewal and on-going focus on competitive logistics will be crucial in this regard. 

A large part of that growth is mapped out by the SA Automotive Masterplan 2035, which by the time 

of reading, will be in implementation. The construct of that plan and the attendant APDP2 policy is 

well known. It bears mentioning, there have been some teething pains in getting to implementation 

including the date moving from January 2021, to July, but hopefully those are behind us.  

NAACAM continues to serve the interests of our members as the sector has shifted into this phase. 

Several of our leaders continue to be part of Minister Patel’s Autos Executive Oversight Committee 

and its work streams. Further to that we have NEC members who are starting to permeate other sector 

masterplan structures including two in the Steel Executive Oversight Committee. A common concern 

for component manufacturers relative to the SAAM35 has been the levels of BBBEE scorecard 

applicability. NAACAM was instrumental in achieving a transitional qualification timing, being 

December 2022 for level 6, and December 2023 for level 4. That is a major move from start of 

programme level 4, as initially expected, and will apply to all incentive levers including AIS. Either way, 

all component companies are expected to take note of this and prepare accordingly.  

Members would have also picked up by now much public interest in policy related news especially 

with Minister Patel having published a Green Paper on NEVs (new energy vehicles). NAACAM has been 

representing component interests on issues related this topic and our stance is that irrespective of 

whatever the production outlook is, we need to ensure that localisation remains a key objective in 

transitioning to any future technologies. The SA component landscape is not powertrain production 

intensive, so there is no insurmountable reason why our sector should not be part of any assembly 

process whether NEV or otherwise. If anything, SA should use the coming period to embed new 



 
component capabilities and production in the country. The transition may afford our sector an 

opportunity to become a hub of future technology production.  The overall message to customers 

domestically and globally is: Give us the specs, allow us to respond. 

From a value-added services perspective much has happened in the past year, with more planned. 

NAACAM continued to run the facilitation of the Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative 

(ASCCI) – a multi-stakeholder initiative to support the upgrading of automotive component suppliers 

and the unlocking of localisation opportunities. To date, ASCCI has deployed company-specific 

technical support to 21 component manufacturers. An additional ASCCI activity is the direct project 

management support of the OEM Purchasing Council, to ensure that component suppliers are well-

prepared to support the future sourcing requirements of the OEM. A coming output in this space is 

the development a Future Technologies Roadmap to guide emerging activities and interventions 

whilst giving a snapshot of current and future technology trends including an outlook of the mixture 

of Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) and New Energy Vehicle (NEV). Hopefully through this initiative 

the sector can improve its understanding of the current and future technology trends associated with 

localisation opportunities of components and commodities in the South African automotive industry. 

An exciting area of activity was the launch of NAACAM’s flagship industry skills development project 

implemented by the International Youth Foundation and funded by global donors. Members have 

been consulted extensively to drive the improvements in curriculum upgrading; developing a 

repository of industry-level skills data; and unlocking opportunities to support NAACAM member via 

a SETA grants advisory service.  Additionally, NAACAM was awarded a discretionary grant from the 

merSETA to fund the re-skilling of retrenched workers, apprentice training and bursary provision to 

engineering students. All of this we see after NAACAM lobbying for and being central to creating an 

Auto Components chamber within MerSETA in 2020. 

2022 will be the next round of MIBCO wage negotiations, and the NAACAM NEC is implementing a 

strategy of greater self-determination, given our experiences of having been previously caught up in 

delays and negotiation strategies that no longer suit the nature of component manufacturing in South 

Africa. Similar effort goes into the work we do with Transnet, centred around two regional forums set 

up to troubleshoot supplier related logistics issues in ports in the Eastern Cape and KZN.  

NAACAM remains operationally sound and continues to enhance its service offering whilst looking to 

support the sector through the varying operating conditions we find ourselves faced with. Members 

should note the successful conclusion of a process in the past year to convert the legal entity status 

of the association into an NPC, with the MoI attached having been approved at NAACAM’s AGM in 

2020.  Having said that, we have not instituted a member subscription increase for two years running, 

and the NAACAM NEC has decided to implement a less than inflationary increase of 3.5% going into 

the new financial year. I thank you for your understanding.  

Gratitude is expressed to members remaining with and interacting with NAACAM as we continue to 

shape the landscape for automotive component manufacturers. I welcome all the new members who 

have joined the association this year. Your participation can only drive our association to new heights. 

Regards 

Ugo Frigerio 


